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      A timely text, helpfully mapped to the PCF which assists students.

A lot of literature in this field is dated, so refreshing to see a current text in an easily digestible format.
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      This is a 95 page edited book written by academics and experienced social workers and captures core skills of observation in social work. Very important book for all practitioners in social work and for students of social work.
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      A timely, imaginative new social work text which is ideal for our 'new' 3rd year BA module which incorporates either a child (or adult) observation as the mode of assessment.  

This text provides a sound guide that covers key practice based issues in terms of relevant observational theories plus important ethical considerations of both children and older people / adults with learning difficulties observations. 

Perhaps a chapter focusing upon dementia care mapping would have further broadened the  readership appeal and audience of this new text further?
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      I have adopted this for my Enabling Practice Learning post qualifying programme. I think it is clearly written and very accessible.  I have recommended to our local authority partner agency training managers so that they also can purchase and keep in their libraries.
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      Concise text that leads the reader to focus upon both practical and theoretical aspects of practice observation
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